
 
 

 

3/4/5/S               WORK PROGRAM                         TERM 3                   Week   10         Monday  
- Our Conference time is 10:00 – 10:30 on WebEx  

- Your log-in codes for Essential Assessment and Literacy Planet are in your diary. 

- The best way to get in touch with me is via ClassDojo. I can organise extra conference times and communicate through there.  

The below times are ONLY SUGGESTIONS.  Complete the tasks at times during the day that suit your family, for however long suits you.  

Take brain breaks as often as you feel necessary between activities  

Activity Time Work Task Explanation:  

 Reading Focus – Café Strategy- Comprehension - Ask questions as you read. 

1. 15mins Reading 

- Sustained Independent Reading (Read to Someone) 
- Read your favourite picture story book or chapter book out loud As you read write down four questions you have after reading your book. These can be questions about 

the story, characters, plot, or author.  

 - You can upload a video of yourself reading if you want! 

Writing Focus –Planning, drafting and publishing imaginative, informative and persuasive texts demonstrating increasing control over text structures and language features and using 

rereading and editing as a tool to improve the original piece. 

3.  Writing- Procedural Text   

A procedural text instructs your audience on how to complete a specific task. The purpose of a procedural text is to provide 
sequenced information or directions so that people can successfully perform activities in safe, efficient and appropriate ways. 
Your task is to write a procedural text on how to make the most disgusting and gross sandwich in the whole world!  

1. Write a procedural text, describing the most disgusting sandwich that you could possibly make for a member of your family.  

2. You need to include at least five different ingredients in your sandwich.  

3. You must also include a diagram (picture with labels) of your sandwich! 
4. Upload an image of your work to Classdojo 

4.  Maths  
Complete 15mins of Sunset Maths  

Complete Essential Assessment Pre-test of Money and Financial Maths  

Complete 15mins of Financial and Money Maths  on  My Numeracy  

5.  Zones of Regulation  

Learning Intention – I can recognise, describe and write about my emotions and feelings.  

Zones throughout the day. Choose a day this week to use the zones across the day worksheet, track how you are feeling at different points throughout the day. There is a 
blank zones across the day sheet located at the bottom of the planner. There is an example sheet to help you.  Upload a picture of your work to Classdojo.  



 
 

 

3/4/5/S               WORK PROGRAM                         TERM 3                                 Week 10                                             Tuesday  

 The below times are ONLY SUGGESTIONS.  Complete the tasks at times during the day that suit your family, for however long suits you.  
Take brain breaks as often as you feel necessary between activities  

Activity Time Work Task Explanation:  

Reading Focus - Café Strategy – Comprehension - Ask questions as you read. 

1. 15mins Reading  

- Read to Someone  

- Students choose either, newspaper article or nonfiction book and read it quietly or out loud.  

- Write two or three sentences explaining what the article was about, then write two questions you have about the article or book you read. Don’t forget to 

include the name of the article! 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news is a great website with kid friendly news articles to choose from - Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

Writing Focus –Planning, drafting and publishing imaginative, informative and persuasive texts demonstrating increasing control over text structures and 

language features and using rereading and editing as a tool to improve the original piece.  

2.  Mission Capitalisation worksheet- Trait Crate  

Read the Fiction text ‘Exclamation Mark’ on the Remote Learning Page on the school website 

Your task is to add at least three words to each box using the appropriate punctuation such as capital letters or full stops! 
 - Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

3.  Literacy Task  

A digraph is when two letters are making one sound in a word when read out loud, such as in the word fill. The two letters at the end of the 

word are making the ‘L’ sound.  

Note* When a word has a short vowel sound and ends in an l, s, z or f you always double the final consonant, such as the words fill, buzz, or 

stuff.  

Using these consonant digraphs ‘th’ ‘ll’ ‘ss’ ‘ng’ ‘sh’ ‘ch’ ‘wh’ ‘ck’ complete the table at the bottom of the planner, you can use books 

or newspapers from home to help you find words with these consonant digraphs, some words have been done for you.   
- Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo. 

4. 30 mins  Maths  
Complete 15 mins of Sunset Maths  

Compete 15 mins of My Numeracy on Shapes and Geometric Reasoning  

5.  Japanese 
Complete the Japanese worksheets in your pack or record a video of yourself practising speaking in Japanese you could practice saying your colours, numbers, fruits or any 

other words you know! Challenge yourself to teach another person some Japanese words you know! 

 Feel free to upload pictures or videos of you practising to ClassDojo 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news


 
 

 

3/4/5/S               WORK PROGRAM                         TERM 3                      Week     10        Wednesday  

The below times are ONLY SUGGESTIONS.  Complete the tasks at times during the day that suit your family, for however long suits you.  

Take brain breaks as often as you feel necessary between activities  

Activity Time Work Task Explanation:  

Reading Focus – Café Strategy – Comprehension – Ask questions as you read. 

1. 15mins Reading  
- Read to Someone  

- Students choose either, newspaper article or nonfiction book and read quietly.  

- Write three sentences explaining what the article or book was about and write three questions you have about the article or book. These questions can be 

about the topic, author, newspaper etc. 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news is a great website with kid friendly news articles to choose from 
- Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

Writing Focus –Planning, drafting and publishing imaginative, informative and persuasive texts demonstrating increasing control over text structures and 

language features and using rereading and editing as a tool to improve the original piece. 

4.  Writing Task- You have two weeks to complete this task (if you finished last week’s poem, go outside to a different positon in your 

garden or house and complete the task again!) 

Get Wild- Go outside. 
1. Draw three things you can see, three things you can hear and three things you can smell! 

2. Write down a few words and phrases about each of those things in the table at the bottom of the planner! 

3. Use these words and phrases to write a poem, your poem needs to have at least four lines and some rhyming words.  

4. Start with what you have observed- then play with your words. Create a mini movie in your mind.  

- Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

7.  Maths  
- Today if possible you are going to spend some time baking or making your favourite food or playing a board game with your family. You could make a 

cake, banana bread, scones, a sandwich, a milkshake or a quiche or anything else you can think of or would like to make! 

Make sure you write down the maths skills you used to make your favourite food or playing your favourite board game. 

- Check with an adult for permission before you starting baking anything!  
- If you would like to upload a video or series of pictures to ClassDojo please do! Try clicking and uploading a picture of your work using the student section of 

ClassDojo (If you are unable to do this just upload to ClassDojo messages instead). 
10.  PE  

Navigate (click on) to the Remote Learning Tab on the Karingal Heights Website, then click on the Phys Ed Section this will take you to a plan, click on the 

video of Mr Bodley explaining this week’s activities! And go for it! 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/news


 
 

 

3/4/5/S               WORK PROGRAM                         TERM 3                       Week      10            Thursday  

The below times are ONLY SUGGESTIONS.  Complete the tasks at times during the day that suit your family, for however long suits you. Take brain breaks as often as you feel necessary between 

activities  

Activity Time Work Task Explanation:  

Reading Focus – Café Strategy – Comprehension - Ask questions to discover answers and ask questions as you read. 

1. 15mins Reading  
- Sustained Independent Reading, read out loud  

- Students choose an appropriate newspaper article from https://www.kidsnews.com.au/.  
Write down three interesting facts you found in the article you read. Choose one and discuss that fact with a partner.  
- Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

Writing Focus –Planning, drafting and publishing imaginative, informative and persuasive texts demonstrating increasing control over text structures and 

language features and using rereading and editing as a tool to improve the original piece. 

4.  Trait Crate  

 Capitalisation Vacation sheet  

Read the ‘Exclamation Mark’ located on the Karingal Heights remote learning page. Imagine if people everywhere got really really tired of 

using capitals letters, they just stopped using them.  Write a story showing how capital letters disappeared from society and the effect that had on 

the world! Upload an image of your work to Classdojo.  

5. Self 

timer  
Spelling  

A digraph is when two letters are making one sound in a word when read out loud, such as in the word fill. The two letters at the end of the word 

are making the ‘L’ sound.  

Note* When a word has a short vowel sound and ends in an l, s, z or f you always double the final consonant, such as the words fill, buzz, or 

stuff.  

- Using these consonant digraphs ‘th’ ‘ll’ ‘ss’ ‘ng’ ‘sh’ ‘ch’ ‘wh’ ‘ck’. Write each consonant at the top of your page and write as many 

words as you can in five minutes.   

Upload an image of your work to Classdojo. 

7. Self 

timer 
Maths   
- Times table Grid. Use the times table grid at the bottom of this planner and use a timer to practice your timetables, record your time at the bottom of your 

sheet. (There is also an A4 version of the gird at the end of this planner).  
- Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

8. Self 

timer 
Maths   
Complete the Maths sheet ‘Use Money and Change’ worksheet 

Challenge- complete the Worksheet ‘ Complete Money Transactions’  

Upload your work to Classdojo  

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/


 
 

 

 

 

 

3/4/5/S               WORK PROGRAM                         TERM 3                       Week  10             Friday   

The below times are ONLY SUGGESTIONS.  Complete the tasks at times during the day that suit your family, for however long suits you. Take brain breaks 

as often as you feel necessary between activities  

Activity Time Work Task Explanation:  

Reading Focus - Café Strategy – Comprehension - Ask questions to discover answers and ask questions as you read. 

1. 15mins Reading  
- Sustained Independent Reading (Read to Self) 

- Students choose either a chapter book or picture story book and read quietly to yourself.  

Write down three questions you have about the book, author, characters or plot! 
- Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo. 

2.  Vocabulary  
- ‘grammar ’  
Definition – the study of the way the sentences of a language are constructed including morphology (the field of linguistic) and syntax (the 
arrangement of words/phrases to create sentences). 

- Students need to write the word 

- Write the definition in your own words (what the words means) 

- Write the word in a sentence (you can make up your own sentence or use the sentence above as long as you understand the word meaning) 

 - Draw a picture showing their understanding of the vocabulary word.  

 - Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo.  

3. 10mins Literacy Task 

Spelling  

Practise spelling any words from the yellow or purple table located in your previous pack that you can’t spell or read yet 

4. 25 mins Maths Task-  

Using catalogues from food store or department store such as Coles or Target online 

You have $202 to spend in the catalogue 
1. You must include in your purchases one piece of food, one toy, one frozen item and one item from the lolly/chocolate section.  You must try and spend all of your 

‘money’. You can then choose any other items for your list! 

2. You will need to cut out or draw each item, include the cost of the item and show all your working out! 

3. - Upload an image of your work to ClassDojo. 

5.  Watch BTN  

(Make sure you watch the whole current episode of BTN) 

Write down three interesting facts you heard from BTN, and discuss them with a partner or member of your family. 



 
 

 

Times Table sheet  
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I can see  I can hear  I can smell  

   .  



 
 

Consonant digraph 

A digraph is when two letters are making one sound in a word when read out loud, such as in the word fill. The two letters at the end of the word 

are making the ‘L’ sound.  

Note* When a word has a short vowel sound and ends in an l, s, z or f you always double the final consonant, such as the words fill, buzz, or 

stuff.  

Using these consonant digraphs ‘th’ ‘ll’ ‘ss’ ‘ng’ ‘sh’ ‘ch’ ‘wh’ ‘ck’ complete the table below, you can use books or newspapers from home to 

help you find words with these consonant digraphs, some words have been done for you.   

th ll ss ng sh ch wh ck  
 Filling        

Thumper   boss  Shell   When   

        

 skull  Swing   Chant    

        

      Whip  Cricket  

        

        

 



 
  



 
 

   



 
  



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 


